Swiss-Agility-Cup
Regulations

In general
− The Swiss-Agility-Cup is carried out after the Swiss regulation.
− The qualification run is an Open, that is
¾ All Classes (class A – class 3) finish the same course.
¾ There is a ranking list per category (Small, Medium, Large)
¾ The degree of difficulty for the qualification run will leave to the judge
− Every team can qualify for the final
− In every tournament day becomes the qualification run for final
evaluated. On the last day there is no more qualification run.
− The qualification run i seither an Agilty run or a Jumping run.
− Fort he whole ranking list the results oft he qualification runs are
brought together.
− On the last tournament day takes place final.

Whole ranking list
− The two best Agility qualif runs and the best Jumping qualif run are
valued fort he evaluation oft he whole ranking list.
− For the evaluation, rank points will award:
¾ 1th rank = 1 point, 2nd rank = 2 points, 3rd rank = 3 points, etc.
¾ Not classified = 888 points
¾ Elimination (disqualification)= 999 points

Qualification
− Sonday, Tuesday and Friday, the qualif run is an Agility run.
− Monday and Thursday the qualif run is a Jumping run.
− The winners of each qualify run are final star-entitled directly for the
final. Also second-placed in the category large.
− If a team qualifies twice directly, the first direct qualification counts for
final.
− Direct-certified teams do not count any more for the evaluation that of
the whole ranking list
− If a team qualifies twice directly, the next team from the whole ranking
list slides after
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Participation in the final
− With point equality on the last qualifying rank of the whole ranking list,
all teams with the same score are final star-entitled for
− If a team precipitates or withdraws, the next team from the whole
ranking list slides after
− after 12 o'clock on the final day no more changes can be accepted
− Total 15 Small-Teams
¾ max. 5 Small-Teams (direct qualification)
¾ min. 10 Small-Teams (whole ranking list)
− Total 15 Medium-Teams
¾ max. 5 Medium-Teams (direct qualification)
¾ min. 10 Medium-Teams (whole ranking list)
− Total 30 Large-Teams
¾ max. 10 Large-Teams (direct qualification)
¾ min. 20 Large-Teams (whole ranking list)

Final
−
−
−
−

Final is delivered in the categories Small, Medium and Large
Final exists of an Agilty run
First run the Small, afterwards the Medium and at the end the Large
Briefing in the final:
¾ 1th briefing Small- & Medium-Categorie
¾ afterwards 2nd briefing for th categorie Large
− The start order is the whole ranking list in reverse order, then the directcertified teams start
− The teams which have qualified directly will run after the order of the
whole ranking list also in reverse order.
− If a dog leader with two dogs has qualified for Final and must start
immediately successively, he has between both runs two-minute time.
The start order must be kept compelling.

